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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

We’re so excited to be able 
to welcome you back to 
our Theatre again after the 
most dreadful year for the 

performing arts in 2020. 

Our capacities will be limited and probably 
vary throughout the year as we ensure 
we follow all NSW Health guidelines to 
entertain and engage you in a Covid-safe 
way, so book early to ensure your seats.

I’m delighted by the diversity you’ll find in 
this program and I’m particularly looking 
forward to joining you to experience 
THEM, a new production by award-winning 
playwright Samah Sabawi, which combines 
humanity and humour to share the story of 
five young people escaping a city at war.

There’s lots more to choose from so read 
on and start booking!

Craig Donarski  
Director, Casula Powerhouse 

Supported by the 
NSW Government 
through Create NSW

GALLERY 

ENTRY IS 

FREE!
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THEATRE

PETE 
THE SHEEP

ADAPTED FOR THE STAGE BY EVA DI CESARE, SANDRA ELDRIDGE & TIM MCGARRY
BASED ON THE BOOK BY JACKIE FRENCH & BRUCE WHATLEY

Adapted by Monkey Baa in 2014 
from the picture book by Jackie 
French and Bruce Whatley, with 
foot-tapping music and lyrics by 
Phil Scott and comedic direction 
by Jonathan Biggins, Pete the 
Sheep is a lively and mischievous 
award-winning musical for young 
audiences and their adults.
Shaun isn’t like the other Shearers 
in Shaggy Gully... he’d rather be 
styling than shearing and instead of 
‘sheep-dog’, he has a ‘sheep-sheep’ 
named Pete. After being rejected by 

the shearers and their dogs,  
Shaun and Pete set up their own 
Shearing Salon in town and before 
long word is out and they are 
inundated with woolly clients and 
maybe a Ringer or two!
This hilarious show, imaginatively 
told by four performers playing 
shearers, dogs and sheep explores 
the challenges and rewards of being 
an individual and will be a lasting 
tribute to honoring your own spirit 
and strength, whilst working with 
the flock.

CASULA POWERHOUSE ARTS CENTRE PRESENTS  
A MONKEY BAA THEATRE COMPANY PRODUCTION 

CREATIVE TEAM: DIRECTOR JONATHAN BIGGINS • ASSISTANT DIRECTOR EVA DI CESARE 
COMPOSER & LYRICIST PHIL SCOTT • SET & COSTUME DESIGNER JAMES BROWNE • LIGHTING DESIGNER 

MATTHEW MARSHALL • WRITING TEAM SANDIE ELDRIDGE, TIM MCGARRY AND EVA DI CESARE

FRI 30 APRIL – SAT 1 MAY
FRI 30 APR, 10AM & 1PM • SAT 1 MAY, 11AM 

ADULT $22 • CONCESSION/SENIOR $20 • CHILD $15 • SCHOOLS $13 
FAMILY OF 4 $70 • FAMILY OF 5 $80 GROUP (10+) $20 • FOR AGES 4+
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THEATRE

THE
TEMPEST

Containing the famous speech,  
“We are such stuff as dreams are 
made on,” local theatre company 
Liverpool Performing Arts 
Ensemble breathe new life into the 
Shakespearean classic, The Tempest. 
A spirited tale of redemption and 
fault The Tempest, like so many of 
Shakespeare’s final works, is a play 
about forgiveness, humanity and 
our ability to let go. 

This community theatre production 
of Shakespeare’s final comedy 
draws on a vast pool of mythology 
to create the fantastical creatures, 
with Prospero as a sort of cultist 
elder. This dark approach to the 
magical elements, offset by the 
lighter comedic moments results in 
a memorable and poignant piece 
that leaves the audience simply 
saying “WOW!”

WED 5 – SAT 8 MAY  
WED 5 & THU 6 MAY, 11AM • FRI 7 MAY, 11AM & 7:30PM 

SAT 8 MAY, 2PM & 7:30PM
ADULT $22 • CONCESSION/SENIOR $20 • CHILD $15 • SCHOOLS $13 

FAMILY OF 4 $70 • FAMILY OF 5 $80 • GROUP (10+) $20

MAGIC AND SPECTACLE COLLIDE IN THIS PLAYFUL MODERN  
ADAPTATION OF SHAKESPEARE’S CLASSIC COMEDY.

 PRESENTED BY LIVERPOOL PERFORMING ARTS ENSEMBLE
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THEATRE

TREEHOUSE THEATRE PRESENTS

Young refugees now attending 
Holroyd High School and the 
Intensive English Centre, will charm 
and inspire you with their humour, 
honesty and innocence as they 
perform pivotal moments from their 
lives. It’s the magic of authentic 
voices, calling us to share their 
stories of horror and joy, of laughter 
and pain, of wonder and resilience. 
Originally from countries such as 
Iraq and Syria, each cast member 
is a survivor of the world events we 
witness daily on the evening news. 

Each performs their own story 
of escape, survival and eventual 
triumph through a powerful fusion 
of spoken word, movement, and 
projected imagery.
The performance will leave 
audiences not only laughing 
and smiling, but with a greater 
understanding of the refugee 
journey and the amazing 
contribution these young people 
are already making to the Australian 
community.

THU 24 – FRI 25 JUNE  
THU 24 JUNE, 10AM &12:30PM • FRI 25 JUNE, 10AM, 12:30PM & 7:30PM

ADULT $22 • CONCESSION/SENIOR $20 • CHILD $15 • SCHOOLS $13 
FAMILY OF 4 $70 • FAMILY OF 5 $80 • GROUP (10+) $20

SURVIVORS

WITNESS THE MAGIC OF TRANSFORMATION THROUGH  
STORYTELLING OF YOUNG, NEWLY-ARRIVED REFUGEES SELECTED 

FROM SOUTH WEST SYDNEY HIGH SCHOOLS.
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From multiple-award winning 
playwright Samah Sabawi comes 
THEM — a compelling tale of 
survival, friendship, and the things 
we are willing to do to protect the 
ones we love.
THEM tells the story of one young 
family as they face the decision 
whether to flee their war-torn city. 
Omar, Leila and their young child are 
counting down the days. Their friends 
enjoy fantasies of escape and the 
arrival of Omar’s sister brings a real 
chance to get out – but at what cost? 

Developed in consultation with 
people living in conflict zones and 
displaced by war, the play was first 
supported by Melbourne Theatre 
Company’s Cybec Electric program 
before enjoying a sell-out extended 
season at the famed La Mama 
Theatre. 
With unexpected tenderness, 
laughter, and song, THEM takes 
audiences into extraordinary 
circumstances to reveal our shared 
humanity in the ordinary moments 
that shape our lives. 

WRITTEN BY SAMAH SABAWI • DIRECTED BY BAGRYANA POPOV • SET AND COSTUME DESIGN LARA WEEK 
LIGHTING DESIGN SHANE GRANT • SOUND DESIGN ELISSA GOODRICH • PROP MAKER LARA CHAMAS  

STAGE MANAGER HAYLEY FOX • ORIGINAL PERFORMERS PRISCILLA DOUEIHY, NAHED ELRAYES, 
ABDULRAHMAN HAMMOUD, CLAUDIA GREENSTONE, KHISRAW JONES-SHUKOOR, REECE VELLA

THEATRE

CASULA POWERHOUSE, LARA WEEK AND CRITICAL STAGES TOURING PRESENT 

THEM
BY SAMAH SABAWI

“A play with heart that compels us to sit up and listen, suspend  
prejudices and feel the anguish of these characters fighting to  

survive in a city shattered by senseless war.” – Herald Sun   
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“Perhaps the most important piece of theatre you will see this year.” 
HHHHH The Music 
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THU 12 – FRI 13 AUGUST  
THU 12 AUG, 7:30PM • FRI 13 AUG, 10AM & 1.30PM

ADULT $22 • CONCESSION/SENIOR $20 • CHILD $15 • SCHOOLS $13 
FAMILY OF 4 $70 • FAMILY OF 5 $80 • GROUP (10+) $20

RATING: PG • AUDIENCE WARNING: MODERATE LANGUAGE
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This is a drama of war. A world war 
that changed the course of history. 
A class war resulting in the death 
of old attitudes and standards. A 
war that emancipated a country too 
long tied to the apron-strings of 
a colonial ‘Mother England’. A war 
for women for their right to choose 
their destiny. A war that divided 
the country, though united it in the 
struggle in the search for freedom. 
Coming of Age is an unconventional 
love story. We follow Jenny, the 
working-class daughter of a labour 
man from humble beginnings, and 

Peter, the progeny of new money 
as they fall in love. Together they 
come of age against the backdrop of 
WWII, facing challenges of rationing, 
conscription and mechanised 
warfare. 
This historical drama watches two 
star-crossed lovers fight to be 
together against adversity of their 
class and circumstances. Written 
by LPAE’s own Tony Woollams, it 
asks us to consider how far have we 
come, and what have we to learn 
from the repetition of history.

WED 8 – SAT 11 SEPTEMBER  
WED 8 SEP, 10AM • THU 9 SEP, 11AM • FRI 10 SEP, 11AM & 7:30PM 

SAT 11 SEP, 2PM & 7:30PM
ADULT $22 • CONCESSION/SENIOR $20 • CHILD $15 • SCHOOLS $13 

FAMILY OF 4 $70 • FAMILY OF 5 $80 • GROUP (10+) $20

THEATRE

PRESENTED BY LIVERPOOL PERFORMING ARTS ENSEMBLE

COMING 
OF AGE 

BY TONY WOOLLAMS

A JOURNEY OF A YOUNG WOMAN WHO  
GROWS UP DURING WARTIME.
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VISITING CASULA 
POWERHOUSE

GENERAL INFORMATION

We are located at: 
1 Powerhouse Road, Casula  
(entry via Shepherd St, Liverpool).

Exhibitions are open 9am-5pm 
weekdays, and 9am-4pm weekends. 
Entry to exhibitions is free. 

Box Office is open 9am-4.30pm 
weekdays, 9am-4pm weekends,  
and one hour prior to all 
productions.

Bellbird Dining & Bar is open for 
breakfast and lunch 9am-3pm  
(kitchen closes 2:30pm), for light 
snacks, coffee & tea. 

ACCESS

Visitors with restricted mobility 
can enjoy all public areas of Casula 
Powerhouse. We have free onsite 
parking, with five designated 
disabled car spaces.

Wheelchair and level access

Lift access is available from Casula 
Train Station. Casula Powerhouse 
has level access into the building 

Inside the centre, there is a ramp 
that leads directly to our theatre. 
There is lift access from the 
ground floor to level one. Space 
for wheelchairs is available in all 
indoor venues. Guide dogs and 
service dogs are welcome.

Hearing loop

The Casula Powerhouse Theatre is 
fitted with a hearing loop. 

 
We continue to closely monitor 
and adhere to advice issued by 
NSW Health and the Australian 
Government Department of Health 
and closely monitoring updates 
from Live Performance Australia 
(LPA), the national peak body for 
the live performance industry 
in relation to COVID-19. We are a 
registered COVID-19 safe venue and 
your health and safety are our top 
priority. We have guidelines and 
measures in place to ensure your 
visit is safe, enjoyable and that you 
can feel comfortable knowing that 
your wellbeing is cared for.

GETTING TO  
CASULA POWERHOUSE

BY TRAIN

Disembark at Casula Station on 
the T2 Inner West & South Line or 
T5 Cumberland - first stop after 
Liverpool (from Sydney) or Glenfield 
(from Campbelltown).  

BY CAR / BICYCLE

From Parramatta or Campbelltown 
(without tolls)
Take the Hume Highway towards 
Liverpool, turn at Terminus St 
towards Liverpool CBD and turn 
right at Pirie St. Follow the signs to 
the Casula Powerhouse, Shepherd 
Street entrance.

From the M5/City (with tolls)
Take the M5 to Liverpool. Exit at 
Moorebank Avenue and drive 
towards Liverpool turning left at 
Newbridge Road. Turn left into 
Speed Street and follow the signs  
to Casula Powerhouse. 

* FREE onsite parking  available*

Details in this brochure are correct at time of printing. Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre reserves the right to add, withdraw and substitute artists and vary 
the program and prices should the necessity arise. Please note that some performances may contain smoke, strobe lighting, loud noise, coarse language 
and nudity. Where possible we will indicate this in our program, website and in the foyer at the time of the performance. Casula Powerhouse Arts 
Centre is a cultural facility of Liverpool City Council ABN 84181182471 For information on our tickets and refund policies visit casulapowerhouse.com
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TICKET PRICES

Adult ............................................... $22

Concession .................................. $20

Child ................................................ $15

Schools .......................................... $13

Family of 4 .................................... $70

Family of 5 .................................... $80

Group (10+) ................................... $20

TO BOOK

Call our Box Office on  
(02) 8711 7123, or return the 
completed booking form 
provided (see pages 19-20).

TICKET 
INFORMATION 
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VISITORS ETIQUETTE 

ARRIVING AT THE CENTRE 
Aim to arrive at least 15-20 minutes 
prior to your allocated excursion 
booking time.
Check in with the Front of House staff 
and wait for the education officers and 
guides to meet your school group.  
If required, place all bags in the storage 
area as directed. Students and teachers 
should only carry essential items into 
the Gallery. Ask your students to get 
these items out of their bags before 
you enter the Gallery Spaces.
Before you begin your tour/visit, 
arrange a meeting time and place 
elsewhere in the Gallery so that you 
can exit the Gallery as one group. 
As directed, please move to your first 
Gallery location immediately.
If you have booked a serviced visit/
program, meet your education officers 
and guide at reception. 

IN THE CENTRE
Remember student behaviour, 
safety and security is the teachers’ 
responsibility. Groups must be 
supervised at all times. Please read the 
following important points aloud to 
students.
• Be aware that you are moving 

through Gallery spaces, with artworks 
on display. Appropriate behaviour is 
essential.

• Flash Photography is NOT permitted 

in some of the exhibition spaces
• Sitting down on plinths in the 

exhibition spaces is NOT permitted.
• Touching artwork is NOT permitted.
• A pencil and small sketchbook are 

preferred. Ballpoint/felt-tip pens are 
NOT permitted.

• Eating, drinking or chewing gum in 
the Gallery is NOT permitted.

• Do not run in the Gallery spaces. 

CENTRE FACILITIES 
Wet weather
In the case of wet weather, there is a 
space undercover in the turbine hall for 
students to eat and drink their morning 
tea and lunch.  

Bags and storage
The Gallery has limited storage 
facilities for bags. Groups are advised 
where possible no bags or the 
minimum amount of bags necessary. 

Food and drink
Food and drink can be purchased from 
the cafe inside Casula Powerhouse. 
Bellbird offers a variety of healthy 
and exciting food options. Vegetarian, 
gluten free and halal options are 
available if bookings are made ahead of 
time. Please contact Bellbird on  
(02) 9821 7280
If you are not purchasing lunch, the 
outside area is avaiable for you and 
your students.

Please read the below information and ensure that all students and 
teachers are aware of how to behave within a gallery and museum setting. 
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Toilets
Located at the end of centre space 
on the lower level, past the Hopper 
Gallery. 

PREPARE FOR YOUR VISIT

Before your visit
We’ve compiled answers to some of the 
most commonly asked questions.

What should teachers bring?
Your email confirmation from the 
Gallery with all your excursion details.

What should students bring?
Only a small bag with perhaps their 
lunch.  
(Lead pencil and notebook optional)

Where can we eat?
There are limited food outlets in the 
area and we recommend that your 
students bring their lunch and eat 
across the road in the grassy area. 
There is a designated area inside the 
Turbine Hall if it is wet.
No food or drink is allowed in all other 
areas of the Gallery. 
Bellbird is for paying patrons only.

What student:teacher ratios does the 
Gallery advise as a minimum?
Years K-6, pre-schools, home schoolers: 
Serviced 15:1 / Self-guided 10:1
Years 7-12: Serviced & Self-guided 15:1
Tertiary: Serviced 30:1 / Self-guided 15:1
Access: Serviced 15:1 / Self-guided 10:1

How can teachers prepare students?
Teachers will be responsible for their 
groups at all times during their Gallery 
visit so ensure your students have been 
briefed on appropriate behaviour.

What else can teachers do  
to prepare?
• Check out what else is on by visiting 

our website.
• Consult the information we provide 

on risk assessment.
On the day:
• Check you’ve brought your 

confirmation email. 
• Plan to arrive at least 15 minutes 

before your scheduled time.
• If you’re running late, call  

02 9824 1121. Phones will be answered 
from 10am.

• On arrival, please let reception know 
and they will contact the appropriate 
staff member. 

CONTACT INFORMATION

Public Programs and Education Team 
Tel: (02) 8711 7123  Fax: (02) 9821 4273 
ppe@casulapowerhouse.com  
www.casulapowerhouse.com 
Mail: Locked Bag 7064, Liverpool BC, 
NSW 1871 AUSTRALIA

GENERAL INFORMATION

Address: 1 Powerhouse Road, Casula  
(entry via Shepherd St)
Tel: (02) 8711 7123
Exhibitions
Open daily. Entry to Casula 
Powerhouse’s exhibitions are free. 

Bellbird Dining & Bar
Opening hours: 
Sunday to Thursday: 9am-3pm (kitchen 
closes 2:30pm)  
Friday and Saturday: 9am - 9pm
Booking essential. Tel: (02) 8711 7123



HOW TO BOOK BOOKING FORM 

STEP 1
To book an excursion 
please complete the 
booking form (opposite):
- School/College Name
- The name of the 

teacher responsible for 
the excursion

- Date and time 
preference (Half day: 
10am-12pm or 12.15pm-
2.15pm.  
Full day: 10am-2pm  
incl. lunch break)

- The anticipated size of 
the group.

STEP 2
After receiving your 
booking form, the 
following will occur:
- A Booking Reservation 

will be created with the 
preferred date, where 
available. 

- An email of the 
Booking Reservation 
will be sent after 
receiving the booking 
form.

STEP 3
An email will be sent, 
once confirmed with the 
following:
• Booking confirmation
• WHS risk assessment 
• Directions to Casula 

Powerhouse

PAYMENT METHOD
An invoice will be sent a week before the Excursion date, which will need to be 
paid in full either on the day of the excursion, or the week before. 

PROVIDE GROUP/CLASS DETAILS
Subject:

Years Number of  Number 
group/s: students: of classes: 

Special needs:  
Attach a separate document if necessary 

Objective of the excursion: 

A DIGITAL VERSION OF THE BOOKING FORM IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.  

☛ Call (02) 8711 7123 or email reception@casulapowerhouse.com 

☛ Please complete both sides & return 

PROVIDE SCHOOL DETAILS 
Full School Name:

ABN: 

School Address:

 
Mailing address (if different to above):

School  
Phone number:

School  
Fax number:

Accounts Payable/Finance email:

 
(Invoices are emailed to directly to Finance)

Date: 

*  Minimum fees may be applicable, please check our Terms & Conditions online at www.casulapowerhouse.com

PROVIDE TEACHER DETAILS 

Attending Teacher 1

Name: 

Position:

Mobile: 

Email:

  

Attending Teacher 2

Name: 

Position:

Mobile: 

Email:
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WWW.CASULAPOWERHOUSE.COM • GALLERY ENTRY IS FREE!   
1 Powerhouse Rd, Casula • Open 9am–5pm weekdays, 9am–4pm weekends
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CHOOSE YOUR SHOWS
Tick (4) your preferred date

PETE THE SHEEP

 Fri 30 Apr, 10am  Fri 30 Apr, 1pm  Sat 1 May, 11am

THE TEMPEST

 Wed 5 May, 11am  Thu 6 May, 11am  Fri 7 May, 11am

SURVIVORS

 Thu 24 June, 10am  Thu 24 June, 12:30pm  
 Fri 25 June, 10am  Fri 25 June, 12:30pm

THEM

 Thu 12 Aug, 7:30pm  Fri 13 Aug, 10am  Fri 13 Aug, 1.30pm

COMING OF AGE

 Wed 8 Sep, 10am  Thu 9 Sep, 11am  Fri 10 Sep, 11am 

 
 I acknowledge the Booking Terms and Conditions and Visitors Etiquette.
 I agree to receive Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre Marketing and Promotion material.

COMPLETE & RETURN

Mail:  Locked Bag 7064, LIVERPOOL BC, NSW 1871
Fax:  (02) 9821 4273 
Email: ppe@casulapowerhouse.com

BOOKING FORM
PETE THE SHEEP 

THE TEMPEST / COMING OF AGE

SURVIVORS 

THEM

Originally produced by Lara Week and Samah Sabawi, in collaboration with La Mama Theatre.  
This project has been assisted by the Australian Government through the Aus tralia Council, its arts funding 

 and advisory body. THEM is supported by the Victorian Government through Creative Victoria.   

PARTNERS 

Date 
received

Authorised 
by

Tickets 
Processed

OFFICE  
USE ONLY
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